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«It’s only our way… or the highway» is not just a slogan - its a lifestyle. ZiBBZ’s kinda lifestyle, 
which sibling duo Coco & Stee Gfeller have been living for years without looking back. 
Uptight, boring pop songs? - no chance. Disillusioned, depressing lyrics - nope.  
lively melodies? Absolutely! 
September 1st 2017 is the release date for their second album and their favorite work yet - «It 
takes a village»! 
Shaped by the two worlds, Zurich and their second home Los Angeles, this record holds a promise 
which many lack - an international sound. 
Playful synths to tease our ears, a heart pumping drum beat and addictive, danceable melodies 
topped by Cocos raw and honest vocals. 
It’s not often that a swiss band sticks to their own style as they have done, transforming their 
vision fearlessly, completely taking the production of «It takes a village» into their own hands. 
Multi-instrumentalist Stee is not only the producer but also the mastermind behind the music, 
while Coco writes melodies & lyrics. Both label-work and promotion is done in house - with 
involved partners. The upcoming album is itching to be played on stages across the world to leave 
audiences enthralled, whilst always conveying a “we are just doing what makes us happy - take it 
or leave it” kind of attitude. 
Growing up in a musical household the two siblings were introduced to the music business before 
they could walk, watching their mom playing drums across the country. 
ZiBBZ are a perfect example “for Generation Y”, a life without boundaries, following what makes 
them happy and getting everyone around them addicted too with content.. like the weekly 
«OnetakeMonday» videos they self produce and share every Monday until the album release! 
Covering other songs in a unique way, or playing songs that are on the upcoming record, like 
«Undun» featuring fruit & vegetables being made into instruments by electric wires, creating 
loops, which quickly reached over 500'000 views on Facebook in the first few days and still 
counting!  
 
There’s still a few Mondays until September.. but «It takes a village» will definitely be a record 
you wont want to miss. It will send you on an emotional journey, make you dream and dance, full 
of addictive melodies which will fulfil you and still leave you wanting more. So what else could 
there be left to ask for? Not much. Just your own copy of the ZIBBZ album! 
 
LIVE: 
03.11.17       Nordportal       Baden 
10.11.17       Galvanik           Zug 
15.11.17       Schüür              Luzern 
23.11.17       Zoo                   D-Magedburg 
19.12.17       Zauberwald      Lenzerheide 
22.12.17       Fabrigli             Buchs SG 
 
Web:       WWW.ZIBBZ.COM           
SM:         ZiBBZ_OFFICIAL 
 
 

	

 
 
Album: «It takes a village» 
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Album: «It takes a village»   
 
CD (Digipack)    Release: 01.09.2017 
LP (Vinyl)    Release: 22.09.2017 
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Contacts:  
 
PR:  
das office - promotion & mehr | Rolf Schlup | Juchstrasse 12 |5436 Würenlos 
Email: rolf@dasoffice.ch | +41 79 417 26 87 
 
Booking:  
Fettes Haus | Martin Koch | Hallwilerweg 14 | 6003 Luzern 
E-Mail: martin@fetteshaus.ch | +41 79 283 69 15 
 
Management & Label:   
Starfish GmbH & 6003 Records | Rico Fischer | Hallwilerweg 14 | 6003 Luzern              
E-Mail: rico.fischer@starfish.li |041 240 41 11 

 


